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1. INTRDDUCTION 
Time reversal methods OK- B unique opportunity for solving the problem of e l s t r e  

magnetic (EM) wave propagation and focusing in a spatially varying (inhomogeneous) 
medium. While the concept of time reversal or applying time reversal mirrors to  focus 
waves in spatially varying media is new to the field of EM wave propagation, it has been 
applied in the area of acoustics and ultrasonics for several years [I]. The basic premi~e is 
quite simple. Let an impulse source (in time and space) he transmitted into some general 
inhomogeneous medium, and consider the tangential surface fields determined on a closed 
surface surrounding the impulse. It can be shown mathematically that if these surface fidds 
are conjugated and re-radiated in time reversed sequence, that the incoming wave, generated 
by the surf- fields is identical to the outgoing wwe, and the returning energy focuses on 
the original source point. In the frequency domain, this is equivalent to  simply taking the 
complex conjugate of the received field, and reradiating it. This can he shown to he an 
application of reciprocity, which can be viewed 68 a BpatiDtemporal matched filter, similar 
to temporal matched filters commonly applied in isdar and mmmmications. 

In practical applications of TRM, a source transmits through an inhomogeneous medium, 
to an a finite array. In the frequency domsln, it can be shown through reciprocity that the 
following relatiomhip holds: 

where EL, Ez are electric fields caused by current sources J , ,  J2, iespectively. Let E, 
represents the fields caused hy source J1, at  the location of an array element, and E2 
reprerent the fields caused hy reradiation of this element, a t  the location of the original 
source J1. If the reradiated fields from the array element are caused hy current source Jz, 
and Jz = E;. then the right side, and therefore the left side of (1) becomes purely real, 
and the received fields *om the array element a t  the location of the original source thus 
are also purely real. Applying this to  all elements in the array, the coherent sum of their 
fields a t  the original source point will add constructively, and focus the received energy at  
this point. 

In any b i t e  size array that occupies B limited spatial area the system is diffraction 
limited. however in sousties, it has been shown that in m inhomogeneous medium a time 
reversal &may is not always diffraction limited and can achieve super-resolution 121. Basically 
xatterers near the transmitting army and/or focal point act as an extension of the array in 
the focusing process. In this paper the same phenomenon is show” to exist for EM waves 

J 1 . E x = . l . E l l  (1) 

11. APPLICATIONS OF TRM IN COMMUNICATIONS AND IMACIND 
The application of time reversal methods to EM wave propagation offem the opportunity 

far a revolutionary change in currently applied methods in the transmission and focusing 
of signals through spatially w y i n g  or inhomogeneous media. Mathematically, time reversal 
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methods allow for the determinstion of the system transfer function, or dyadic Green's func- 
tion for m y  unknown media. An inhomogeneous spstial varying medium creates complex 
problems for both the communications system designer, as well as the radar engineer. 

The significant multi-path inherent in such a propagation environment. can Cawe sig- 
nificant fading and delay spreads in a wireless communiestions system. Increasing the 
bandwidth of the system sllows the receiver to discriminate between multi-path, however 
the total energy available from each energy path at  the receiver is significantly diminished. 

Imaging and identification of hard targets is usually achieved by applying high resolution 
synthetic aperture radar (SAR). When B target is embedded in B highly scattering, inh- 
mogoneaus medium, such as foliage or vegetation, however, it  is not clear haw to account 
for the defocusing effects of the medium and how to Separate the clntter return from that 
of the target. Low frequency SAR is often used, as the inhomogeneities tend to be more 
tiansparent s t  higher wavelengths. However high resolution, low frequency system require 
ultrawide bandwidth, are cumbersome to implement, and their image quality suffers from 
radio, TV, and other communications systems interference. Initial analysis of time rwersal 
methods shows that they could significantly enhance the performance of radar imaging and 
detection of targets, and thus improve the performance of high resolution radar systems 
operating at  higher frequencies. 

111. DEMONSTRATION OF TRM FOCUSING IN A FOREST USlNC A PHYSICS-BASED 
FRACTAL TREE MODEL 

In order to  demonstrate the feasibility of applying TRM to pmctieal problems, B forest 
simulation tool, developed at  the University of Michigan's M i a t i o n  Laboratory is applied 
to represent a highly scattering, inhomogeneous environment. The fors t  model is based on a 
s t ~ t i ~ t i e a l  Lindenmayer fractal tree system and has been significantly validated. It is highly 
accurate, and includes extremely fine details of the propagation environment (for sample. 
details of tree stands in a forest, including their structure, geometry, and orientation, BS 

well BS leaves, needles, tree trunks, and each individual branch of a tree) 131-151. 
The physical scenario for this simulation is shown in Figure la, where a linear array, ray 

of a SAR, is illuminating a forest. The objective is to demonstrate that the forest has the 
ability to  defocus an array designed to focus in free space and to show that if the channel is 
known, focusing with super resolution is possible. using TRM methods. Polarimetric channel 
characterization i s  accomplished by placing B source inside a forest stand and calculating the 
radiated field (amplitude, phase, polarization) at the location of all array elements. TRM is 
then applied to this array distribution and reradiated, and the complex field distribution 
excited by the array ohserved inside the forat ,  on a line perpendicular to the array, which 
pa3ses through the focal point. 

For this simulation 30 red pine trees are generated using the stochastic fractal model. and 
placed randomly around the focd point (location of source inside the forest), with a density 
of 0.05 T/m' (Figure l b ,  focal point is s t  z = 0, I = 0, in the figure). The mean height of 
the trees, and the mean diameter of the tree trunks, ace 15 m and 22 em, respectively. The 
moisture content of the tree needles is set at 0.62 g/cms, with that of the branches and tree 
trunks set to 0.42 g / d  Note that each pine tree contains over 200,000 needles, and 1,800 
hrsnehes. The ground plane is considered slightly rough, having B volumetric soil moisture 
content of m, = 0.18 which comists of 50% sand and 10% clay. At this frequency the soil 
dielectric constant is calculated to be eg = 9.75 - ~'1.65. The RMS height of the rough 
ground plane is fixed at 1 cm, and the frequency is set at 3 GHz The center of the antenna 
array (real aperture or synthetic) is  located at  B distance Ro = 14 km from the focal point, 
parallel to the x-axis, with a look angle of 45' from nadir The array consists of 23 elements. 
spanning an aperture length of 1 km (see coordinate System in Figure la). In the field 
calculations. near-field and far-field scattering from all needles, branches, tree trunks, and 
their intemction with the pound plane are accounted for in a coherent fashion. Without 
loss of generality, each antenna is assumed to be an infinitesimal z-directed (vertical) dipole. 
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(8) Simulated lorest x e n a r i ~  for TRM focus- 
ing domanrtrsfion 

(b) Distribution of t r e ~  in a red pine s t u d  
and obseruation line (horiwntai bar in figure, 
y = 0. -4 < z < a). 

Fig. 1. Simulafed 6x-t aanario and tree dbtribvtion for 1e-3 p i m  stand 

In order to compare the capabilities of TRM to standard imaging techniques. such BS 

SAR, results are generated. which use the array discussed, to focus on a deeired point in 
the forest, thrmgh both free space and the forest. This will demonstrate the defocusing 
effects of the forest, when applying standard array focusing techniques. To focus the amax 
in the standard fashion, a spherical phase and amplitude cons t ion  factor is applied along 
the array, and is given by kosZ/Ro (note that this correction factor is symmetric about the 
array center, along the 5 axis), where z is the coordinate of the antenna element along the 
x-uis, Ro i s  distance from the array center, to the focal point (14 km), and ko i s  the free 
space propagation constant. Figure 2 shows the field distribution in the forest, along an 
obaermtion line on the x-axis, parallel to the array. Observing first the field distributions 
using the standard array focusing, the defocusing effffts of the highly scsltering medium of 
the forest (curve "forest" in Figure Z), when compared to the free space ease (in the absence 
of the forest, curve '"Free-space" in Figure Z), are obvious. Now comparing these two cases 
with TRM focusing (curve "Focused", in Figure 2) the TRM pattern shows a significant 
improvement of 10 dB, over tho pattern using standard focusing, through the forest. What 
is of greater interest in the figure, is that TRM shows an improvement in focal width over 
the free s p z e  case, thus demonstrating that TRhl can exceed the diffraction limit (wper- 
redut ion) .  Critical in the application of TRM however, i s  to account for the polarimetric 
nature of the EM wave. The results in Figures 3a, and b show the required magnitude 
and phase of both the v and h polarized array excitation to achieve focusing inside the 
forest. Remembering that TRM focusing is maximized by accounting for all the multi-path 
effects (i.e., TRM must maximize the energy received from all multi-psth), including all field 
aspects (magnitude, phase, and polarization,), then if the TRM array is not pOlariaRt,ion 
matched the focusing aspects of TRM cannot be fully exploited. 

IV. CONCLUSTON 
While this paper has demonstrated the feasibility oiTRM to EM problems, future work 

must investigate and resolve many issues before TRM can be practically implemented in 
a communications or radar imsging system. These issues include, array size and spac- 
ing (for the TRM), the effects of the non-stationary behavior of tho channel, and f r t  
queney/bandwidth. Relevant issues to be investigated for covert wireless cammunications 
include the tradeoff between spatial focusing and widehand transmission schemes, such 
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Fig. 3. Polarimetric complex held distribuiiona (mspnitude and ph-e) on the =ray. 

as ultrawideband, time-domain, and other spread spectrum techniques. Relevant issues 
to be investigated for radar target imaging and detection include the influence of various 
parameters on TRM focusing. including target parameters such 89 structure and electrical 
properties, channel parameters, including temporal variations and their effects on time 
reversal focusing, and system attributes, such as frequency, bandwidth; waveform, and 
polarization. 
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